Multi-channel Gabor filters (MGFs) 
Introduction
With the advent of high-resolution satellite images such as Ikonos and QuickBird, texture analysis has been receiving ever-increasing attention in image classification. Texture reflects the local variability of grey levels in the spatial domain and reveals the information about the object structures in the natural environment. In a high-resolution satellite image, objects such as residential areas and woodlands typically show significant variations in their spectral reflectance. The conventional per-pixel classification methods based upon spectral comparisons are found to be inefficient for classifying such an image with complex textures (Clausi, 2001; Chen and Gong, 2004) . Clearly there is a need to incorporate the texture features to improve the classification accuracy.
Over the last two decades, many approaches for texture feature extraction have been developed. These include statistical analysis methods, signal processing techniques such as multi-channel Gabor filters (MGFs), stochastic models such as Markov random fields (MRFs), and geometrical methods. Ohanian and Dubes (1992) provide a thorough comparison of these methods. This paper, however, focuses on the use of two common methods: MGFs (Clausi, 2001) . The combined MGF and MRF texture features may provide richer texture information than either of them alone. However, the combined features without selection will produce more dimensions, which may downgrade the performance of the classifiers and might even result in poorer classification accuracy than the original pure feature. In order to reduce data dimensions and improve classification quality, the combination of different features should be processed by feature selection. In this paper, the neighborhood-oscillating tabu search (NOTS) algorithm is proposed to select an optimal feature subset from the pooled set of MGF and MRF features. This algorithm is compared with classical methods such as sequential forward selection, sequential forward floating selection, and oscillating search, using Brodatz, Ikonos, and QuickBird images with individual and fused feature sets, respectively. The experimental results show that NOTS outperforms other algorithms with either pure or fused features.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The following section describes the texture feature extraction methods of MGF and MRF followed by an introduction of the NOTS algorithm for solving the MGF/MRF feature fusion problem. The next section discusses three experiments and ends with our conclusions. and optimum joint spatial/spatial-frequency localization. The Gabor function takes the form of a two-dimensional (2D) Gaussian modulated complex sinusoidal grating in the spatial domain (Bovik et al., 1990) as:
( 1) where (xЈ, yЈ) ϭ (xcos ϩ ysin, Ϫxsin ϩ ycos) represents rotated spatial-domain rectilinear coordinates, and (U, V ) defines the position of the filter in the frequency domain with a center frequency of F ϭ sqrt(U 2 ϩ V 2 ) and an orientation of ϭ arctan(V/U). Generally, it is convenient to consider filters whose modulating Gaussians have the same orientation as the complex sin grating ( ϭ ). The function g(x, y) is the 2D Gaussian:
(2) where 1 and 2 characterize the spread in the x and y directions, respectively.
The filtered image i h (x, y) can be expressed as the convolution of the input image i(x, y) with the filter response:
where denotes the convolution operation. However, the default filter outputs i h (x, y) are not appropriate for identifying key texture features. Each filtered image is subjected to a non-linearity transformation with the following bounded linearity (Jain and Farrokhnia, 1991) : (4) where , an empirical constant, is fixed 0.25. The average absolute deviation from the mean in small overlapping windows can be easily computed subsequently. The feature image f h (x, y) is given by:
where R is the window centered at the pixel with coordinate (x, y), containing M number of pixels.
In order to maximize the coverage of the frequency domain while minimizing the overlap between filters, two other important aspects need to be considered. These are the frequency bandwidth (measured in octave) and the angular bandwidth (measured in radian). The details of the frequency and angular bandwidth can be found in Jain and Farrokhnia (1991) and Clausi and Jernigan (2000) . The frequency and angular bandwidth can be set as constant values that match the psychovisual data. Jain and Farrokhnia (1991) implemented the Gabor filters for texture segmentation using frequency bandwidth of one octave, center frequency spacing of one octave, angular bandwidth of 45°and angular spacing of 45°. The unit octave spacing matches the ability of experimentally determined human visual system, but the 45°angular bandwidth is not in agreement. Additionally, the 30°angular bandwidth is argued to have stronger capability of capturing texture features (Clausi and Jernigan, 2000) . In general, finer quantification of orientation may be needed. A bigger angular bandwidth will have a negative impact on the discrimination performance for oriented textures when there are texture orientations to which none of the channels of the filter bank respond sufficiently. In the experiments described in a later section (i.e. the Experiment and Anaylsis section), we use Gabor filters with six preferred orientations:
and three preferred spatial frequencies: measured in cycles per pixel, resulting in 18D MGF feature vectors.
Markov Random Fields (MRFs)
Markov random fields (MRFs) can specify the local dependence of image regions by defining a neighborhood system on the pixels. A typical MRF model is the Gaussian MRF (GMRF) model, which is widely used for modeling image textures. When i(s) represents the gray level intensity of a pixel s, the GMRF model is defined by the following equation (Cesmeli and Wang, 2001) : (6) where u is the mean of variable i(s), ␤(r)s are the model parameters, is a neighbor set dependent on the order and type of the model used, and e(s) is a zero-mean Gaussian noise sequence with conditional variance . Since GMRF models are defined only for symmetric neighborhood sites, often is equivalently characterized using an asymmetrical neighbor set Ј, i.e., if r ⑀Ј then Ϫr ⑀Ј and ϭ {r: r⑀Ј} {Ϫr: r⑀Ј}. Therefore, Equation 6 can be rewritten as (7) where
The performance of the GMRF approach relies heavily on the neighbor set used. Two types of neighborhood systems, namely the rectangular neighborhood system and the circular neighborhood system have been presented and discussed (Deng and Clausi, 2004) . In this paper, the circular neighborhood system is used considering its superior performance in obtaining the quality texture features. The circular neighbor sets for a first, second, and third order GMRF model are shown in Figure 1 . An angular interval between two nearest neighbors in the same concentric circle is defined as ϭ 2/, where is the number of neighbors in one concentric circle. It should be noted that the angular spacing of different concentric circle does not need to be the same, and also that the angular spacing of the outer concentric circles can be smaller than the inner circles. In this case, we set ϭ 8p, and p is the order of the GMRF model. The values of the neighbors that are not exactly located on the image grid can be calculated by interpolation. Many methods exist for estimating the GMRF model parameters. The choice of the least squares method (Chellappa and Chatterjee, 1985) is motivated by the simplicity-stability tradeoff. In order to overcome the singularity problem, Deng and Clausi (2004) designed an approximate least squares estimate (ALSE) method. Using the ALSE method, the model parameters are divided into a number of groups and then estimated separately. The parameters on a lower-order concentric circle are estimated prior to those on a higher-order concentric circle. The parameters on a higher-order concentric circle are dependent on those on a lower-order concentric circle. As a result, it is not necessary to determine the exact order of the GMRF model for a certain texture, and the higher order is preferred to the lower one. For some textures, if the order of the model used is higher than the exact order, the correlation between the central pixel and the neighbors on the higher-order concentric circles becomes very weak. The parameters on the higher-order concentric circle, which do not play an important role in texture recognition, will be abandoned using feature selection (described in the next section). After the model parameters ␤(r)s are estimated, the variance can be computed by (8) where R is an interior centered at the pixel s, M denotes the number of elements in R, ␤ ϭ column[␤(r)|r⑀Ј], and q(s) ϭ column[q r (s)|r⑀Ј]. In our experiments presented in a following section, the third-order GMRF model is used to extract texture features, which yields 25D feature vectors (24 parameters plus the variance) for each pixel.
Neighborhood-oscillating Tabu Search (NOTS) and Feature Fusion
The correlative relationship between MGF and MRF features has been investigated (Clausi, 2001) . A low correlation coefficient (e.g., closer to zero) signifying a weak or nonexistent relationship between MGF and MRF features shows a potential to produce an improved classification result with the MGF/MRF feature fusion. The classification process is based on the widely used multivariate Gaussian Bayes classifier and the Kappa coefficient () is used as the criterion for feature selection.
The strategy of feature fusion is primarily to combine various features, and then perform feature selection to obtain an optimal feature subset. A number of feature selection methods such as sequential forward selection (SFS), sequential forward floating selection (SFFS), and tabu search exist. SFS (Kudo and Sklansky, 2000) suffers from the so-called "nesting" effect, implying that the features selected cannot be removed later. SFFS, which can be understood as plus 1 -minus x or minus 1 -plus x, can prevent the "nesting" effect (Pudil et al., 1994) . However, it is likely to trap into a local optimum, and its performance is at times poorer than SFS. For example, SFFS is used to solve a 4D feature selection problem, as illustrated in Figure 2 . The 0/1 bit strings represent the solutions, and the code "0001" corresponds to the subset containing only the first feature. In the figure, codes in panes represent feature subsets, and the dimension of subsets in the same level is equal. The sequence number of the top right corner of panes represents the quality rank of each solution in the same level, the number of the route selection graph is the quality rank of the best solution of levels in the global solution space, and the global best solution is in the level with subset size 2. The selection path is: 0000 : 1000 : 1100 (back to "0100" and "1000") : 1110 (back to "0110", "1010", and "1100") : 1111 (back to "0111", "1011", "1101", and
"1110"). The search process cannot reach the global solution "0101", and cannot get away from the local optimal solution "1100". Obviously, in this case, the floating search traps into the local optimal solution. By contrast, tabu search (Glover, 1989 and 1990 ) allows the search to move away from the local optimal solution in order to search more extensively in the feasible domain. It is a proven tool for feature selection, while considering the feature subset quality and computation efficiency (Zhang and Sun, 2002) . Some parameters used in the tabu search, such as the neighborhood size, tabu list's length and initial solution, need to be selected carefully. An adaptive tabu tenure strategy has been devised by Korycinski et al. (2004) .
Another important aspect of the tabu search is concerned with the neighborhood search size. Traditional neighborhoods have constant sizes. For example, a two-size neighborhood is generated by reversing the states of one or two features. When the neighborhood size is smaller, the computational efficiency is improved while the access to the neighborhood becomes limited. Conversely, when the neighborhood size is bigger, the high-ration access to the neighborhood is maintained while computational cost increases tremendously. This paper employs the idea of the OS algorithm (Somol and Pudil, 2000) to realize an adaptive neighborhood. The neighborhood size during the tabu search is determined by the oscillation cycle depth. If no improvement in the discriminative ability is found, the oscillation cycle depth is incremented to encourage the search to leave the current area of the solution space. Otherwise, the oscillation cycle depth is decremented. The oscillation procedure is achieved by alternating the downand up-swings. The down-swing removes o "worst" features from the current set X to form a new set X Ϫ o at first, then adds o "best" features to X Ϫ o to obtain a new current set XЈ. Similarly, the up-swing runs the inverse process. As illustrated in Figure 3 , a down-swing starts in state A, moves to state B, and ends in state C; and, a up-swing starts in state C, moves to state D, and ends in state E. Two consecutive swings can be considered as an oscillation cycle. If the last oscillation cycle does not find a better subset, the oscillation depth is increased by one unit. In Figure 3 , the first two cycles does not obtain any better solution, so the oscillation depth of the third cycle is increased to 3.
Let Y* denote the global best solution so far, X* the current best solution, Y the local optimal solution in the neighborhood of X*, TL the tabu list, o the oscillation cycle depth, ⌬ the specified limit of oscillation cycle depth, t the number of no improvement at the current move, and T the maximum of consecutive rejections. Figure 4 is the adaptive neighborhood search flow chart: the left half part depicts the down-swing move, and the right half part the up-swing move. The NOTS algorithm is described as follows.
Step 1 (Initialization) Generate the initial set X of d features by means of the SFS method. Let Y* ϭ X, X* ϭ X, and t ϭ 0.
Step 2 (Tabu Moves) Select the best non-tabu solution Y in adaptive neighborhoods. If the searched solution is better than Y* or the value of o exceeds ⌬, the neighborhood search terminates.
Step 3 (Output) If Y is better than Y*, let Y* ϭ Y and t ϭ 0, else let t ϭ t ϩ 1. If t Ͼ T, the termination condition is satisfied, stop and output the global best solution Y*; else let X* ϭ Y, TL ϭ TL ʴ X*, and go back to Step 2.
It should be noted that in the OS algorithm, the searching solution is considered only if an entire oscillation cycle is completed, and the dimension of the subset obtained by OS is the same as that of the initial solution. However, the best dimension could not be known without any prior knowledge. Our proposed NOTS algorithm overcomes this limitation: every solution is taken into account regardless of the completion of an oscillation cycle, and the searching process is terminated when the searching solution is found to be better than the current global best solution. Therefore, the dimension of the searching solution has no relation to that of the initial solution, and it is alterable during the searching process of NOTS.
Experiment and Analysis
Several experiments have been carried out to test the NOTS algorithm using the Brodatz, Ikonos, and QuickBird images. As described in a previous section, an 18D MGF feature vector and a 25D MRF feature vector can be obtained for each pixel of the input texture image. In both cases, features are extracted using texture analysis only on a small mask window (17 ϫ 17 pixels) of the input texture image. For the sake of simplicity, the feature set using the 18 MGF features is denoted as F G18 , the feature set using the 25 MRF features denoted as F M25 , and the feature set combining the 18 MGF features and the 25 MRF features denoted as F G18 ϩ M25 .
The parameters in NOTS are set as follows: the number of the initial selected features d, the oscillation cycle depth o, and the maximum of consecutive rejections T are all 5. If the regular tabu search method with the 5-size neighborhood is used to search a feature subset in a 30D feature space, for each search iteration there are 174, 436 candidates, which should be computed against the corresponding discrimination criterion in order to select the best subset in the neighborhood of the current solution. Compared with NOTS, the regular tabu search has higher computation cost.
In each experiment, the proposed NOTS algorithm employs three texture feature sets, i.e., F G18 , F M25 , and F G18 ϩ M25 for feature selection and is compared with the SFS, SFFS, and OS methods. For the OS method, the initial subset is set to be the optimal solution by SFS, and the oscillation cycle is the same as that of NOTS. Meanwhile, in order to emphasize the function of the feature selection process, we also use the entire feature set to classify images for comparison. Performance is assessed against the criteria of the classification accuracy with the multivariate Gaussian Bayes classifier, i.e., Kappa coefficients and overall accuracies. All the extracted texture features are normalized such that each measurement has a zero-mean and unit standard deviation for performance comparison.
The following section introduces the experiments using the Brodatz, Ikonos, and QuickBird images, respectively.
Experiment on Brodatz Imagery
The experiments using the Brodatz image samples are performed at first. Figure 5a is the image (128 pixels row ϫ 640 pixels column) containing five different textures from the Brodatz album: D20, D24, D76, D87, and D104 (left to right). The size of each image chip is 128 ϫ 128 pixels.
In this experiment, F G18 and F M25 are extracted from Figure 5a , and the average correlation coefficient between the two types of features is 0.0049. This low correlation coefficient suggests that the MRF features are not well correlated with the MGF features, and that the combined features have the potential to offer richer texture information than the pure features. The classified images using different feature subsets are also shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5b presents the classified image using the whole feature set of F G18 ϩ M25 , and Figure 5c through 5f are the classified images using the selected features from F G18 ϩ M25 with SFS, SFFS, OS, and NOTS, respectively.
The quantitative results of experiments are provided in Table 1. This table consists results using the selected features from SFS, part (c) the results using the selected features from SFFS, part (d) the results using the selected features from OS, and part (e) the results using the selected features from NOTS. In each part, the second column lists the number of features used in the designed classifier, and the last two columns the classification accuracies. From Table 1 , the following is observed:
1. Comparing part (a) with parts (b through e), it is apparent that for every type of texture feature, the selected feature subsets involving selection obtain superior classification performance to the entire feature set without selection. 2. As can be seen from part (b), the fused MGF/MRF features give much better classification performance than the pure features (MGF or MRF features alone); the same case occurs in parts (c through e). For NOTS, the Kappa coefficient increases from 0.9317 using F G18 , 0.9430 using F M25 , to 0.9823 using F G18 ϩ M25 . 3. When part (b) is compared with part (c) and part (d), respectively, two conclusions can be drawn. First, the obtained feature subset by SFFS is not always better than that by SFS when the search is trapped into the local optimum during the early SFFS period. Secondly, the obtained solution by OS would not be worse than that by SFS, and the number of the selected features by OS is equal to that by SFS. This conclusion also applies to any case in terms of the principles of OS. 4. Compared part (e) with parts (b through d), the NOTS algorithm performs the best. On the one hand, because the NOTS algorithm allows the search to move away from the local optimum, it always outperforms the SFS and SFFS methods. On the other hand, NOTS can automatically choose the dimension of the feature subsets to obtain better solution, while OS is restricted by the number of the initial selected features. For F G18 ϩ M25 , the Kappa value increases using NOTS (0.9823) as opposed to the classification using SFS (0.8420), SFFS (0.9229), and OS (0.9676).
Experiment on Ikonos Imagery
Subsequent experiments are performed on an Ikonos image. Figure 6a shows a patchwork of crops in the TADCO farm, Saudi Arabia from an Ikonos satellite image. Similar to the last case, F G18 and F M25 are first extracted from Figure 6a , and the average correlation between them is found to be 0.0015. The low correlation value indicates that the integrated utilization of F G18 and F M25 may provide a much more satisfactory result than the pure features. Table 2 summarizes the experimental results. Figure 6b depicts the classified image using F G18 ϩ M25 without selection, and Figures 6c through 6f also display the classified images using the selected features from F G18 ϩ M25 by the SFS, SFFS, OS, and NOTS methods, respectively. As the four kinds of textures in Figure 6a are very simple and uniformly distributed, both MGF and MRF features achieve high classification accuracies. Nonetheless, NOTS with the fused MGF/MRF features are still the best with the Kappa coefficient of 0.9847.
Experiment on QuickBird Imagery
In the final group of experiments, six texture samples (128 ϫ 128 pixels) are chosen from a QuickBird image of a Beijing suburb. All texture samples are displayed in Figure  7a representing sequentially a residential district, lowdensity woodland, high-density woodland, crop-1, crop-2, and crop-3. The average correlation coefficient between the MGF and MRF features in this case is 0.0061, which also indicates that there is a strong complementary potential between the two different types of features. For any type of feature set, features selected by means of the SFS, SFFS, OS, and NOTS methods, respectively, are employed as input to the multivariate Gaussian Bayes classifier. Figures 7c  through 7f show the classified images using the selected Figure 5 . Classification of the Brodatz image with F G18 ϩ M25 and the selected features from F G18 ϩ M25 by SFS, SFFS, OS, and NOTS: (a) is the original Brodatz image, (b) is the classified image with F G18 ϩ M25 without feature selection, and (c through f) correspond to the classified images with the selected features from F G18 ϩ M25 by SFS, SFFS, OS, and NOTS, respectively.
features from F G18 ϩ M25 with the above four feature selection methods. In order to explain the contribution of the feature selection process, the classified result using the whole features of F G18 ϩ M25 is presented in Figure 7b . Quantitative comparisons can be found in Table 3 , which also contains five parts ((a) through (e)). Considering each part, except part (a), it is shown that the fused MGF/MRF features produce better classification accuracy than the pure features. For NOTS, the Kappa coefficient of 0.9461 is achieved with F G18 ϩ M25 , higher than 0.8977 with F G18 , and 
Conclusion
This paper presented the NOTS algorithm, which is able to fuse the texture features extracted by the MGF and MRF techniques for complex texture image classification. This algorithm is based on the observation that the weak correlation between the MGF and MRF features offers the potential for fusing the features and producing an improved classification. The NOTS algorithm has been examined by comparing it with the SFS, SFFS, and OS methods using the Brodatz, Ikonos and QuickBird images. It is observed that NOTS does not get trapped into a local optimal solution and is able to find an optimal feature subset effectively. Our experiments demonstrate that with the same texture feature set, the performance of NOTS is consistently better than the conventional SFS, SFFS, and OS methods. Furthermore, the fused MGF/MRF features attained by NOTS outperform the pure features by the MGF and MRF solely, and also better than the combined features without any selection. The fusion of the MGF/MRF features is capable of obtaining higher classification accuracy. Consequently, the proposed NOTS algorithm with the fused MGF/MRF features fares the best among all the algorithms with pure or fused texture features. As the patches of the same class can be present in different orientations in space in high-resolution satellite images, rotation-invariant texture features are worth an investigation in future work. The NOTS algorithm will be extended to account for such texture features. 
